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Momentary Power Boost System

amphibian drivers . . . how would you like a power boost of 20-50% for a few seconds to assist in getting on the step when heavily loaded or on a mountain lake? 
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SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM



MOMENTARY POWER BOOST SYSTEM By Phillip W. Howell (EAA 4809) Rt. 4, Box 964 Christiansburg, VA 24073



.AVE you ever needed an extra horsepower boost on a hot summer day, possibly combined with a highaltitude short field? How about you amphibian drivers . . . how would you like a power boost of 20-50% for a few seconds to assist in getting



on the step when heavily loaded or on a mountain lake?
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During WW-II, the Germans faced a similar problem when their fighters were unable to intercept the highflying British Mosquitos. Their solution was found at the dentist's office in the form of "laughing gas" (nitrous



oxide, N2O). The Germans discovered three major assets using the oxygen available in N2O made possible engine operation independent of atmospheric oxygen; additional fuel could be consumed which



increased the power output regardless of altitude; and the O acted as a cooling agent for the engine. How does this information benefit the homebuilder? Nitrous oxide (N2O) is two parts nitrogen and one part oxygen. ^O is a colorless, sweetish-tasting, oxidizing compressed gas. By merely injecting it into



the engine induction system, any decrease in power due to increased altitude can be eliminated. If the volume is increased further and



additional fuel is also added, you can achieve an almost unlimited boost in horsepower regardless of altitude. The combustion efficiency is 95-98% efficient, and the exhaust temperatures are actually lower by 100-300° F. As shown on the schematic diagram, the N2O is contained in a pressurized bottle with the output controlled by a solenoid valve. An adapter plate is inserted between the carburetor and the intake manifold. Additional gasoline from the engine driven fuel pump is also controlled



by a solenoid valve. When the throttle is fully open, the push button switch is activated and the and additional gasoline are released to flow to the adapter plate and subsequently into the manifold system.



The Clifford Research N2O system.



The amount of flow and resulting boost are determined by fixed jets in the adapter plate. The adapter plate can be eliminated by injecting the N2O and additional fuel directly into the manifold adjacent to the cylinder intake ports. By now you are probably wondering what the disadvantages are and why it hasn't been used more widely. The primary disadvantage is the short duration of the power boost due to the limited quantity of



you can reasonably carry. Ten pounds of the ^O will provide 8 to 10 "Bonzai" runs or a total of 125-



150 seconds of boost. The total system weight including the ^O will be approximately 40 pounds. The N2O must be purchased from a welding gas distributor for approximately



$1.20 per pound. In addition, too much boost could damage or destroy an engine. Still, why hasn't it been more widely used? Apparently, very few people know about the system. Dragsters have been using the idea for eight years or so with excellent results. Some of the street dragsters are using "hidden" systems inside the intake manifpld to overcome more elaborately prepared machines. The Clifford Research and Development Company, Inc., 102 Kalmus Drive, Costa Mesa, California 92626, (714) 557-4275, manufactures kits and components for ^O systems. A complete system sells for approximately $350. Please contact this company for additional details and information. SPORT AVIATION 53
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Power Steering System 

NOTE: If using a test tank or if boat is in the water, en- .... propeller. DO NOT use full water tap pressure. 22029. 5. Start engine and run at 1000-1500 RPM until ...
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Power Steering System 

92-59328-1. Loctite Type A. Obtain Locally. Description. The Power Steering system utilizes an engine-driv- en, vane-type hydraulic pump that supplies fluid flow.
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Threadâ„¢ Power System 

Only connect this system to a dedicated 120-127 V~ 60Hz 20A single phase GFCI ..... protective cover, make sure the foam seal and terminals are in place and not .... After completion of the flooring installation, install all trim rings to the Thread 
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system power 8 - Be Quiet! 

Débranchez les connecteurs de la carte mère et des autres composants tels que les ... le connecteur P4 dans le connecteur prévu à cet effet sur la carte mère.
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the power-valve system - Motoperso 

Early two-strokes were flawed by a very narrow power delivery and lack of torque. The engines were either gutless or the power came on like a light switch ...
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gnd switch-momentary-212mm switch-momentary-212mm switch ... 

JP1. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. JP. 2. 1. 2. 3. S1. S2. S3. S4. S5. S6. S7. R1. R2. R3. R4. R5. R6. R7. R8. R9. R10 sup 0 pas 0 pas 0 pas 0 pas 0 pas 0 pas 0 pa s. 0 pa s. 0.
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LM2984 Microprocessor Power Supply System 

Required if device is located far from power supply filter. Rt. 130k. 24kâ€“510k. Sets internal timing .... voltage during negative input transients and will also help to.
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LM2984 Microprocessor Power Supply System 

Required if device is located far from power supply filter. Rt. 130k. 24kâ€“510k. Sets internal timing .... voltage during negative input transients and will also help to.
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1 Hydrogen- Boost Mileage Enchancement System Operator's Manual 

If you drive a pick up truck, drive it with .... Vehicle maintenance is important to efficiency and long life. ... following the link on our technical information page of the www.hydrogen- boost.com .... like to try something new, e-mail us and we wi
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power door lock control system - CapHector 

Door Lock Assembly. D Door Lock Motor. D Door Unlock Detection Switch. D Door Key Lock and Unlock Switch. Door Lock Assembly. D Door Lock Motor.
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Dynamic wind turbine models in power system 

8.1 DFIG wind turbine modelling and control issues â€“ in case of grid fault 128. 8.1.1. Drive train ... tential wind turbine owners and the grid utility technical staff to perform the necessary ...... Source: DIgSILENT Power Factory Manual (DIgSILEN
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Dynamic wind turbine models in power system 

PWM converter is loss free: DC. DC ...... The dynamic separation factor f is defined as the following transfer func- tion: Ï„s. C. C .... The second order transfer function (27) can be ex- ...... the wind turbine operation ranges (A-B, B-C, C-D, D-E)
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Boost Owner's Manual - Para2000 

It is helpful to have an assistant hold the risers taut while making this ... Have appropriate practical and theoretical training and experience for this class of glider. Have the ..... Always allow it to dry naturally before storage in a dry room.
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adderall high boost wynjammer 

adderall dosage sizes of zoloft how much ... 50 mg adderall effects on the body how long do adderall 20 mg xr last names viagra 100mg oder 50 mg adderall.
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Boost Owner's Manual - Para2000 

Cutting-edge Design . ..... A double reinforcement at the leading edge has been introduced. ... in pressure to alert the pilot of his position along the polar curve.
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El boost-o 

board for LED with DPDT footswitch. DPDT bypass switch wiring shown on the layout. Registered trademarks are property of their owners. El boost-o. Rev.2.Jan.
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Read and Rewrite ECU to boost the power of your car 

Isuzu DTI BOSCH EDC15M. Yes. Yes. MCCSmart Euro 2/3/4. No. Yes. MCCSmart EDC15C5. Yes. Yes. Mercedes CDI BOSCH EDC15C5 (29F400). No. Yes.
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Doyle Brunson's Super System - A Course in Power Poker.pdf 

I was the first one to call him something other than Doyle ... If he did need some, I knew he would be calling because .... I'm a happy man because of it.
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ADAPTIVE SYSTEM ON A CHIP (ASOC): A BACKBONE FOR POWER 

In this paper, Adaptive System-on-a-Chip (aSoC) is used as a backbone for power-aware video processing cores. In our previous work [5] we showed that aSoC, ...
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SA615: High performance low power mixer FM IF system - F5AD 

Nov 7, 1997 - DESCRIPTION. The SA615 is a high performance monolithic low-power FM IF system incorporating a mixer/oscillator, two limiting intermediate.
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optimal design of combined power, refrigeration and heating system 

ABSTRACT :To study of design energy systems, thermodynamics is commonly used, ... INTRODUCTION. 1.1 Mechanical (or electrical) power production.
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Dynamic wind turbine models in power system simulation tool 

4.3 The overall control system of a variable speed wind turbine with DFIG 54. 4.4 Doubly-fed .... control issues. DIgSILENT provides a comprehensive library of models of electrical ... motors, controllers, dynamic loads and various passive network el
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Power-Prep Automated Extraction and Clean-up System for 

Dioxins are located in fat. âœ“ Norm PCDD/Fs = 5 pg I-TEQ/g fat. âœ“ Norm PCBs = 200 ng/g fat. PCDD/Fs and PCBs in Foodstuff. DIOXIN SYMPOSIUM BREMEN ...
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A COMBINED HEAT AND POWER SYSTEM FOR ... - HPC'01 

A COMBINED HEAT AND POWER SYSTEM FOR BUILDINGS. DRIVEN BY SOLAR ENERGY AND GAS. A.C. Oliveira1, C. Afonso1, J. Matos1, S. Riffat2, ...
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